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Abstract—Humans are able to merge information from multiple perceptual modalities and formulate a coherent representation of the world. Our thesis is that robots need to do the same in order to operate robustly and autonomously in an unstructured environment. It has also been shown in several fields that multiple sources of information can complement each other, overcoming the limitations of a single perceptual modality. Hence, in this paper we introduce a data set of actions that includes both visual data (RGB-D video and 6DOF object pose estimation) and acoustic data. We also propose a method for recognizing and segmenting actions from continuous audio-visual data. The proposed method is employed for extensive evaluation of the descriptive power of the two modalities, and we discuss how they can be used jointly to infer a coherent interpretation of the recorded action.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been tremendous effort in the robotics community to develop robots able to operate autonomously in unstructured environments. Robots should be able to perceive the world correctly, detect objects, observe and interact with humans, perform activities and understand if the desired outcome has been achieved [1].

Much effort has been spent on development of methods for visual perception and modeling of scenes. Many successful solutions have been proposed, considering various visual aspects such as object appearance, motion, human pose and affordances. Nevertheless, the use of visual features has some limitations. Firstly, an action has to be performed within the field of view of the observer in order to be perceived. Secondly, object detection and tracking are very sensitive to occlusions while performing activities. Finally, there are meaningful states induced by an action that are hard to detect just relying on visual perception, it is, e.g., very difficult to detect if a person has turned on an oven.

One approach to tackle these limitations is to use additional sources of information, e.g., audio. While this field was in the past more focused on solving problems such as source localization and noise filtering, lately, the focus is more on exploiting sound to extract semantic knowledge and perform scene understanding [2]. In many contexts, such information is very descriptive and can be helpful to understand a scene. Potentially it could compensate the limitations of visual perception (Fig. 2). However, an important question arises: how can different modalities contribute to formulate a coherent interpretation of the world an agent is observing, in a manner similar to how humans process and integrate multiple modalities [3]? Multimodality has up to now received relatively little focus in the robotics community, with some exceptions, e.g., [4], and the task of audio-visual action recognition has not, to our knowledge, been addressed in robotics.

The main contribution of this paper is a method for audio-visual recognition of human manipulation actions. The visual features (Section VI-A) are the relative 3D orientations and positions of objects involved in the activity, while the audio is represented in terms of MFCC features [5] (Section VI-B). Objects are tracked in 3D from an RGB-D video stream using the method in [6] (Section IV). The audio and video cues are fused in an HMM framework (Section V).

An additional contribution of the paper is an RGB-D-audio dataset of humans involved in the activity of making milk and cereals (Section III). This composite activity consists of many sub-actions such as opening and closing boxes and bottles, and pouring milk and cereal. The recognition method described above was evaluated on this dataset (Section VII). The dataset is annotated with manually extracted segmentation points between sub-actions, and 3D positions and orientations of objects, obtained as described above. It also features 3D models of all objects involved. We release source code for administration of and access to the dataset.

II. RELATED WORK

Modeling and recognition of human activity from visual perception is an important problem tackled by the computer vision community, with applications in a wide variety of domains including health monitoring, visual surveillance, video search, human computer interaction and robot learning.
from demonstration. It has been shown [7]–[15] that it is advantageous to represent human activity both in terms of human motion and the objects involved in the activity. Several approaches are widely used to tackle this problem. [16], [17] estimate the human body pose to recognize human activities. [18] estimates human motion trajectories to infer activities. [19] recognizes actions in videos by extracting low level spatio-temporal feature descriptors.

However in the context of robot learning from demonstration it is meaningful to focus the attention on descriptive features that encodes how objects are being used by a human [20], [21] to achieve a task. It is then possible that the robot can imitate the human and operate autonomously to accomplish given tasks. This has been confirmed in recent works [22]–[27] and it is supported by Gibson’s affordance theory [28], which states that humans and animals recognize objects in terms of function, in a task oriented manner.

[29], [30] present a global representation of activities in terms of spatial relations between objects. The recognition of activities is determined on a set of pre-defined symbols which describe the relationships between segmented coherent regions. In our previous work we have show that is also possible to describe object functionality in terms of how they are being handled by a human [31]. Moreover, [23] simulates humans performing activities using objects and cluster them into functional classes. In [22], [32], [33], real humans are instead observed in interaction with a scene.

Visual perception supply part of the information to interpret the world. Much can be done from the auditory perspective. In [34] learning object affordances was extended to auditory perception. However, the acoustic information was in the form of linguistic descriptions of the scene. In this work, on the contrary, we use the sound generated directly by the interaction between objects as a result of human actions. This is similar to what has been done in [35]. However what we propose here is to go one step further, we want to evaluate different sources of information in order to find the limitations and see how they can be jointly used to overcome such limitations. This is in the spirit with a similar work [4] where language has been exploited to perform action recognition, in order and tackle the same problem but at a higher level using information or features coming from different perceptual input.

Most of the cited works tackles what is known in neuroscience as the binding problem [36], our brain formulate a coherent interpretation of the world from complex input merging multiple sources of information. Such a skill should be taken into account to develop autonomous robots.

III. DATASET

The data set we have collected includes observations of eight subjects fulfilling the task of making cereals. The actors are not instructed on how to perform the action and, therefore, there is substantial variation in the way they perform it. However, the action can generally be decomposed into 6 different sub-actions: open milk box, pour milk, close milk box, open cereal box, pour cereals and close cereal box. The variability can be observed in the order these sub actions are performed, the distribution of workload between left and right hand, the position of the objects, and so forth. Since the actors perform the action in a natural way the transitions between sub-actions are smooth, some sub actions can be performed in parallel and some may be missing (e.g. sometimes subjects leave the cereal box open at the end of the action.). In details the data set includes:

- calibrated RGB-D video recorded using a Kinect device with 30 Hz framerate and a resolution of 640x480. The time stamp of each frame has been saved so that it is possible to align audio and video correctly.
- 4 separate audio tracks using the Kinect microphone array sampled at 16 kHz with 32 bits depth.
- 25 3D object models, built from real images, saved in a standard format (.obj). The objects used in the experiments are 4 milk boxes, 2 cereal boxes and 5 cups. We release all objects as they can be used for other purposes such as grasp planning.
- object 6DOF pose trajectories for each recording.
- manual labels for each sequence including 6 different sub actions: Open Milk Box, Pour Milk, Close Milk Box, Open Cereal Box, Pour Cereals, Close Cereal Box. The labels are provided as a standard subtitle file for videos (.ass).
- python scripts to read the data, synchronized the sources and parse the labels are provided.

![Samples of objects used in the dataset. (a) shows the 3D solid models of the objects, (b) shows the models rendered with textures.](image)

IV. POSE ESTIMATION

To estimate the objects’ location and orientation over time we used a real-time method that relies on sparse keypoints for pose detection and dense motion and depth information for pose tracking [6]. This method can simultaneously track the pose of hundreds of arbitrarily-shaped rigid objects at 40 frames per second, with high accuracy and robustness. This is enabled through a tight integration of visual simulation and visual perception that relies heavily on Graphical Processing Units. A detailed 3D scene representation, consisting of the textured wireframe models from Fig.1, is constantly updated on the basis of the observed visual cues. Self-occlusions and occlusions between modeled objects are handled implicitly by rendering the scene through OpenGL. Pose detection runs in parallel with pose tracking, allowing for automatic pose initialization and recovery when tracking is lost.
V. MODEL

Given a continuous data input recorded while performing an action (making cereals), our goal consists in recognizing the ongoing sub-actions and detecting them in the continuous stream of data. This is similar in a way to what is done in speech recognition to classify words and phrases, where our words are the sub-actions and a complete action corresponds to a phrase. Therefore we propose to model the recognition of each single sub action included in our data set using a left-to-right Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with continuous observation densities, which is a widely used method in speech recognition.

The model parameters are initialized in the following way: the state prior $\pi_l(i)$ is set 1 for the first state (i=1) and 0 otherwise. The transition matrix is initialized in such a way that from each state only two transitions are possible and equally likely: the self transition and the transition to the next state as in Eq. (1):

$$A_l(i, j) = \begin{cases} 0.5, & \text{if } j = i \text{ or } j = i + 1, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \quad (1)$$

The observations are treated as a continuous observation density represented by a Gaussian Mixture as in the following equation:

$$B_l(j, O) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} c_{lj} N(O; \mu_{jm}, \Sigma_{jm}), \quad 1 \leq j \leq N \quad (2)$$

Given such a model denoted as $\lambda_l = (A_l, B_l, \pi_l)$ is then possible to calculate the probability $P(O|\lambda_l)$ of a new sequence of observations $O = \{O_1 \cdots O_t\}$ by means of the forward algorithm. The best class given the observations is then:

$$L(O) = \arg \max P(O|\lambda_l), 1 < l < L. \quad (3)$$

B. Continuous action recognition

The modeling described in the previous section requires that the segmentation be available for the sub-actions to be recognized. This is not a valid assumption in a realistic scenario. We, therefore, introduce in this section a combined model that can be used for continuous action recognition and does not rely on sub-action pre-segmentation. The combined model is obtained by connecting the final state of each isolated model to the initial state of any other including itself. This so called free loop has been used in similar works done in gesture recognition (e.g. [37]), and is illustrated in Fig V-B. This allows to model any sequence of sub actions which may occur in our data.
The recognition in this case is performed by searching for the most likely path through the model by means of the Viterbi algorithm.

C. Feature fusion

One interesting problem that raises consists in how a multi-sensory input can be integrated to formulate a coherent interpretation of a scene. Ideally such fusion should mitigate the weaknesses of the single sources. The fusion can be performed at any level in the learning process. It can be done at a low level by considering the features coming from different sources as a single feature vector and train the model with that. It can be done at a middle level by designing a model such as coupled HMM as proposed by [38] in the context of generating lips movement from speech. It is also possible to design a more general Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) and defining the cross dependencies between the different sources of observation (e.g. [39]). It can be performed at high level having a different model for each single source and designing a voting system to infer the right interpretation, the non-Markovian ensemble voting approach requires the manual definition of discrete labels, as discussed exclusively by the pair of objects involved. As an example, the sub-action of pouring milk can be characterized by the tuple <milk container, cup>. In the training phase, each sub-action model is trained only with the features from the involved pair of objects (except for the garbage, no-action model, which is trained with all pairwise combinations of objects in each frame). During the testing phase the features for all pairs of objects are extracted from the data set, and each potential pair of objects are evaluated against all sub-action models using Eq. (3).

Euler angle distance, i.e., the difference between the Euler angles calculated from the rotation matrices at time step \( t \),

\[
d_{\theta_{ij}} = \| (\alpha_i, \beta_i, \gamma_i) - (\alpha_j, \beta_j, \gamma_j) \| \tag{5}
\]

or the quaternion distance, calculated by extracting the quaternions from each object rotation matrix at time \( t \) and computing the angular value between each pair of object (Fig. VI-A) as follows:

\[
\theta_{ij} = 2 \arccos(q_{ij} \cdot q_{ij}) \tag{6}
\]

1) Invariant Scene Description: The use of objects’ spatial relationships as visual features raises an important problem: how can such features be an invariant descriptor of a scene? Given a set of unknown objects detected, their pairwise relationships cannot be used directly in a Hidden Markov Model because the order in which they are taken into account as observations may change the results. A possible solution is to represent the relationships as a scene graph proposed by [29] but, in their current implementation, this approach requires the manual definition of discrete labels, and it is furthermore sensitive to the observation point of view. We intend to keep the descriptive power of the continuous data and prefer to use a representation that is invariant to the point of view of the observer.

In the present method, each component sub-task is described exclusively by the pair of objects involved. As an example, the sub-action of pouring milk can be characterized by the tuple \(<\text{milk container}, \text{cup}>\). In the training phase, each sub-action model is trained only with the features from the involved pair of objects (except for the garbage, no-action model, which is trained with all pairwise combinations of objects in each frame). During the testing phase the features for all pairs of objects are extracted from the data set, and each potential pair of objects are evaluated against all sub-action models using Eq. (3).
B. Extraction of audio features

The Kinect microphone array provides four audio channels that can be used for beam forming in order to reduce the effect of noise in unstructured environments. Because our recordings are in a quiet room, we decided to only use one channel for this experiments for simplicity. All four channels are, however, available for additional processing. For example, beam forming algorithms can be used to determine the orientation of the acoustic source relative to the device, thus adding an independent source of information.

From the selected audio channel, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [5] were extracted. This is one of the most robust and widely used sets of features in the field of audio-based feature extraction. MFCCs were designed primarily for speech recognition but there is a large body of work where they have been used to classify a broad set of different sound classes [35], [40].

The audio samples at 16 kHz are first grouped into overlapping windows (frames) of 25 ms length displaced at 8.3 ms intervals, resulting in a frame rate of 120 Hz. A Hamming window is then applied and the resulting is pre-emphasized with coefficient 0.97. Then, up to 13 Mel Cepstral coefficients, including the zeroth coefficient, are computed using a Mel filterbank of 26 channels. First and second order time derivatives are computed on the 13 feature vectors resulting in a total of 39 coefficients per frame. In the experiments we denote the audio feature vector at any given time as \( \mathbf{a}_t \) where \( 1 \leq n \leq 39 \). We only use small subsets of these coefficients, see, e.g., Figure 6.

C. Feature processing

The features extracted from the two input sources have two issues: first they are recorded with a different frame rate due to the hardware specification, video frames are extracted at a frequency of 30 Hz while audio features are extracted with a frequency of 120 Hz, second the input source registration is not perfectly synchronized. To solve the first problem we generate from the video input intermediate synthetic data points by linearly interpolating the recorded features. This way the resulting features have the same frame rate. To solve the second issue we use the timestamp saved while recording the data set to find the time interval where both sources of information are recorded and discard all feature points that are not within that interval.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Isolated model training

The experiments on the isolated sub action recognition are performed in the following manner. We define the set \( L \) as the set of sub-actions composing the action of making cereal as explained in Sec. III plus a label garbage used to classify parts of the input data when nothing meaningful happens. The data set is split into training and test set. On those sets and for each label \( l \in L \) audio and video features (Secs. VI-B and VI-A) are extracted. Each isolated model for the recognition of an action with label \( l, \lambda(l) = (A_l, B_l, \pi_l) \), is initialized with 3 hidden states so that the transition matrix \( A_l = 3 \times 3 \) with the initial values defined by Eq. (1) and the value of \( A_l(3,3) = 1 \). The observation node is defined as a single multivariate Gaussian \( B_l = N(x; \mu_l, \sigma_l) \) with \( 0 < j \leq 3 \).

The training features \( F_l \) are used to initialize \( \mu_l \) and \( \sigma_l \) by computing the global mean and covariance of the features. The model is, then, trained using the training data, \( \mu_l, \sigma_l \) and a prior \( \pi_l^0 = (1,0,0) \). All experiments have been executed 10 times by randomizing the training and testing data set and the results are averaged out.

B. Classification of segmented labels

Give the set of labeled actions (open milk box, pour milk, close milk box, open cereal box, pour cereals, close cereal box, garbage) we intend to explore the descriptive power of auditory and visual input.

1) Classification from audio feature: We perform our experiments to test the auditory accuracy using an incremental number of features, from 3 to 13. Fig.6 shows the overall results using subsets of features. From the experiments, it turns out that the optimal subset of features in these experimental conditions is \( a[5] \). The confusion matrix using \( a[5] \) is shown in Table I. The classification of pouring cereal and pouring milk is respectively 0.89 and 0.87, while the detection of opening and closing is lower. We expected this behavior as the sounds to open and close the same object is similar. The confusion matrix confirms our expectation.

It can be noticed that the features allow a rich granularity for recognition making possible not only to detect the pouring action but also to discern with high precision pouring milk from pouring cereals. This is a very relevant piece of information when a robot needs to understand the fulfillment of an action, it is not sufficient to detect that the pouring actions has been performed twice to infer that cereals has been done (i.e. a human could have poured more milk twice). Moreover, it is also possible to classify opening and closing of the corresponding containers, such information is very difficult to extract from a visual input as the milk box top is very small and the cereal box needs a model that can reason about deformable objects or complex objects with some constrained joints.

2) Classification from video feature: The classification of actions may be trivial since the object class is known in our data set. However such an approach will not scale well in
real scenarios as it requires all possible instances of object classes. Moreover, the mapping between visual appearance and object functionality is not necessarily one-to-one [23], [31]. We focus here on how objects can be characterized in terms of how they normally interact with each other. We believe that such representation can be more flexible doing recognition in a unstructured environment with previously unseen object instances.

The experimental results in Table II show that pouring milk can be recognized with an average accuracy of 0.72 and pouring cereals with an accuracy of 0.54 in the best case, obtained with the distance feature $d$. However, the features are not very accurate in the classification of the other labels. This is expected as there is a high variation in the way this activity has been performed by the different actors. Moreover, actions like open, close often involved only one object, therefore a pairwise feature between objects could not capture them well.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OM</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>OB</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>CB</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d+\theta$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d+d_\theta$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d+\theta+d_\theta$</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the features are not very descriptive for activities such as open, close we perform a second experiment where the features are used to train 3 classes of labels: pour milk, pour cereals, garbage. All the features extracted while performing the other actions are then treated as noise. Clearly from the results shown in Table III it can be noticed that the proposed model improves in detecting the activities meaning that the features capture the undergoing action.

On a first look the results in Table III it can be noticed that the accuracy of the feature $d$ is 0.80 while $d + \theta$ is 0.85 for pouring milk. This behavior is justified by the high variance in the way actions are performed by the actors. As an example some actors place the milk box close to the cup after pouring the milk. The pour action looks then similar to an idle state in those experiments. This behavior is reflected in the results where the classification based purely on distance has high misclassification rate for the garbage class. Another example can be when an actor opens a milk box or a cereal box while holding it tilted immediately before pouring. This results in higher misclassification for the pour class when using $\theta$ or $d_\theta$ features. However, the classification improves for the garbage class.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d+\theta$</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d+d_\theta$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d+\theta+d_\theta$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Classification from audio and video features: As discussed in Sec. V-C we perform classification experiments to see if we can achieve higher accuracy by merging the different feature sets.
input features. This is done by training an isolated model for each label with a feature vector having audio and video features $[a, d] \cdots [a, d, d, d]$ with respect to the classification just with the corresponding video features $d \cdots [d, d, d]$.}

![Figure 7](image)

**Fig. 7.** Test performed using audio and video features together. Bar in yellow show the increment in recognition using a concatenation of audio and video features $[a, d] \cdots [a, d, d, d]$ with respect to the classification just with the corresponding video features $d \cdots [d, d, d]$.}

C. Classification and segmentation of activities

Our last experiment uses the features to recognize and segment sub-actions given a continuous input data. We decide to use audio features for this experiment as it has good accuracy on all the label classes in the Data Set. The model used for this task is explained in Sec. V-B. Observations are extracted from each video in the test set and the best path through the model is computed running the Viterbi algorithm. The generated sequence of states is then compared with the ground truth and the accuracy is calculated by counting the exact number of frames in which the ground truth and the sequence produced have the same label. The confusion matrix in Table IV show the results. It can be notice that while there is a high accuracy for the sub-actions of pour milk and pour cereals, there is missclassification between the respective open and close sub-actions. This happens because the sounds is similar and we define no constrain on the transitions between different states. We expect to improve the accuracy of the sub-action by adding prior knowledge on the structure of action in form of constraints in the transition matrix (i.e. open milk box cannot happen after pour milk as the box is already open.). The high miss classification rate of the garbage class is justified by the fact that each labeled sub-actions does not start and end exactly with the corresponding sound and therefore there is always noise at the beginning and end confusing the system.

VIII. Conclusions

We present a data set as a resource for studies in the fields of action recognition, object detection and multi-modal fusion. The data set contains an extended set of examples of making cereals action executed by 8 actors. It will be released publicly and it will be maintained and improved extracting more features such as hand tracking and recording more indoor kitchen actions. We also quantitative experiment studies in the context of action recognition proposing two models for the tasks of sub-action recognition from pre-segmented data and action segmentation from continuous input. Experiments show that the sub-actions can be classified with good accuracy and the fusion of multiple modalities can overcome the limitation of the single sources.

A. Future work

Experiments proved that the visual feature extracted are good representation of actions that involves multiple objects. However they are not descriptive enough to perform recognition of action such as open or close of objects. We intend to extract more visual feature to include in the data set such as hand pose. It is our intention to find a high level visual feature descriptor that is invariant from the position of actors and objects and that can scale well as the complexity of the scene increases. Finally we want to explore more the topic of multi-sensory fusion as we believe it is essential to achieve autonomous robots.
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